
Shadow Box
Theatre
Materials
•  a cardboard box  •  ruler
•  greaseproof paper  •  marker
•  desk top lamp/torch •  glue

Method
Measure and draw a border of 3 cm around the 
edge of the cardboard box base. Cut around 
the lines. This part can be difficult so you might 
need some help.

Roll out some greaseproof paper and draw 
around the edge of the box. Cut out the grease-
proof paper and glue it on to the box border.

Put the lamp behind it and this is your Shadow 
Box! Create a scene and characters based on a 
book you love. Where is it set? What items would 
you find there? I picked Baby Bunny’s Birthday, 
which is based on a farmyard and is full of 
animal characters.

To create the scene and characters have a look 
in your recycle bin for card and plastic and 
anything else interesting. Maybe pick up some 
leaves from your garden or when you’re out for a 
walk. Other things that are helpful to have:
pegs, tape, stapler, paperclips, wire, markers, 
spaghetti, skewers, lollipop sticks, sweet 
wrappers.

 

Pegs are great for holding up the scene 
elements. Leaves and flowers can make great 
trees. You can move objects closer and further 
away from the light to play with the size of the 
shadow.

Scrap cardboard can make a sturdy building. 
Keep an extra bit of cardboard at the bottom, 
so it can be folded back to make a base. Use 
markers to colour in clear plastic to add colour 
to your theatre. Tape a small stick to the back to 
keep it sturdy.

Lollipop sticks and some glue can make quick 
fences. Time to draw some characters to be in 
your scene. A paper clip can make a lovely pigs 
tail. Spaghetti, a stick or a pencil can be taped to 
the back to hold the puppets.

Time for the show! Maybe you could add some 
music to your performance? You can create 
different scenes and experiment with different 
objects around the house.
Spaghetti makes a great stack of hay.
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